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in their Next Marketing Campaign

A GUIDE TO KEEPING MARKETING PERSONAL
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Old school mass marketing campaigns are too generic to 
perform in ways that will enable restaurants to thrive.

Collect critical customer data and insights

Start email marketing yesterday

Segment and personalize messaging

Retarget ads on Facebook

Experiment With Push Notifications

Analyze the results of each campaign

Automate campaigns with smart triggers

But new strategies that target previous customers 
are making it easier than ever to connect via 
channels they enjoy and market in ways they 
respond to, allowing the restaurant to earn more 
per dollar spent. Restaurant managers don’t need 
to waste another second on outdated strategies.

Maximize ROI by 
keeping it personal.

How restaurants can 
maximize marketing ROI
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The foundation of a strong campaign 
is actionable data, which should be 
collected from every source.

POS sales, loyalty reward data, and food trends are 

low-hanging fruit, but with the right software partner, 

seating preferences, visit frequency, historical spend, 

and a variety of other metrics on individual customers 

can also be easily collected.

Collect critical 
customer data  
and insights
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* Food Traffic: Using IT and Big Data to Increase Sales 
https://www.modernrestaurantmanagement.com/food-traffic-using-
it-and-big-data-to-increase-sales/

Big data is the most effective and beneficial 
loyalty program a restaurant has to generate  
a significantly lucrative advantage.

— Sam Darwish, 
     Modern Restaurant Management*
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Customer email addresses need to 
be put to good use by sending email 
promotions.

While Facebook organic reach is down 

to just 6% of followers, the average open 

rate of emails is 21%.* And better yet, 

personalized emails see 27% higher unique 

click rates and 11% higher open rates than 

those that are not personalized.**

Start email 
marketing  
yesterday
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* 4. Email Marketing vs Social Media Performance in 2018 
https://www.mailmunch.co/blog/email-marketing-vs-social-media/

** New insight from Experian Marketing Services 
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/new-insight-from-
experian-marketing-services-helps-brands-prepare-for-the-holiday-
season-300318022.html
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Rather than sending a general promotion 
to every channel, niche promotions that 
can be sent to narrow sets of customers 
should be identified, ensuring that 
messages fall on relevant ears. 

For example, an email can be sent that announces 

a discount on a new bottle of wine for people who 

purchased wine in the last six months or an exclusive 

high-dollar menu item for top spenders.

The ROI boost is worth the effort—

customers who receive personalized 

communications are 10x more likely to be 

among a brand’s most valuable customers.*

Segment and 
personalize 
messaging

* Access Development, 2018 Customer Engagement & Loyalty 
Statistics 
https://blog.accessdevelopment.com/2018-customer-loyalty-
statistics#restaurant
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Targeting previous customers via 
Facebook Pixel or an existing email  
list provides the opportunity to 
create hyper-targeted ads that are 
far more compelling and effective 
than general ones. 

In fact, retargeted ads are 76% more likely 

to be clicked than regular display ads.*

Retarget ads 
on Facebook
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* These Stats Will Convince You to Retarget and Improve Your Campaigns 
https://connectio.io/facebook-retargeting-stats/
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It should also be kept in mind that in order for these communications to continue to be seen as 
useful, it is best to keep them concise and high-impact, using them as an opportunity to send 
coupons or to highlight promotions and specials

Experiment with push notifications

A stunning 90% of push 

notifications are opened…

…a rate that is 50% higher 

than that of email marketing.

 And, even more importantly for their 

effectiveness, 70% of recipients feel 

that push notifications are useful.*

70%90%

* Infographic: Push Notification Statistics that will Surprise You 
https://blog.e-goi.com/infographic-push-notification/
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Open and click rates of all ads,  
emails, and messages should be 
carefully tracked. 

This data can be used to determine what types of 

personalization and which channels are most effective. 

As restaurants refine their strategies over weeks, 

months, and years, their ROI will only continue to rise.

Analyze the results  
of each campaign
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Restaurant owners and managers 
don’t have a lot of time.

This is why automated marketing tools can be a game 

changer for busy restaurant professionals. Automatic 

triggers can be set to prompt the resending of 

successful campaigns, eliminating the need to prepare 

them manually over and over again. 

For example, targeted campaigns can be implemented 

that send promos to guests with upcoming birthdays 

or to send a bi-annual 20% off coupon to customers 

who have spent less than $50 in the last six months. 

Once a few winners are found, they’ll work time and 

time again.

Automate 
campaigns with 
smart triggers
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Restaurant marketing doesn’t have to be shooting 
in the dark any longer. Once you have actionable 
data on your side, you’ll be able to harness 
the profitable power of personalization and 
automation. 

The TableUp guest retention platform empowers restaurants of all 

sizes to deliver a convenient and personalized dining experience, 

increasing guest engagement, advocacy, and spend. Through online 

ordering, loyalty, personalized marketing, and front-of-house 

programs that integrate seamlessly into your POS, TableUp delivers 

an all-in-one, customizable and scalable platform built to support the 

needs of the modern diner.

Learn more at www.tableup.com/marketing

How TableUp 
can help

115 Broad Street  |  Boston, MA 02110 
+1 (617) 752-3849  |  info@tableup.com

TableUp is headquartered in Boston and 

works with partners across the globe.

REQUEST A DEMO

http://www.tableup.com/marketing
https://www.tableup.com/contact-us/
https://www.tableup.com/contact-us/
https://www.tableup.com/
https://www.tableup.com/demo/

